Year 6
Curriculum Overview
Term Three, 2020
Rosa Zannoni & Geraldine Sloan (Fridays)(6Z), Keely Lowry (6L)

General Information
Welcome to Term 3! Despite starting the term online, we will still be covering all curriculum content we need to.
We will be available to clarify or chat using the emails below:Teacher emails:
zannoni@hnpe.catholic.edu.au
klowry@hnpe.catholic.edu.au
sloan@hnpe.catholic.edu.au

Religion

Inquiry

Daily Prayer: This continues to be a very important focus
and students will be responsible for leading this ritual in the
morning once we are back on site
Our big theme for the Term 3 unit will be “How do we keep
the cogs of our world turning?”
Students will investigate the different aspects of their
catholic identity and what it means to be a part of God's
community by learning about the Catholic Social Teachings.
They will build an awareness of themselves and their place in Students will explore and challenge the statement
their community, and the global community. Students will
“What makes the world tick?” through the four
come to realise that they are one part of many and that you
streams of Science.
need more than one cog to make the machine of the world
turn.

English
Reading: In Term Three, the students will continue to look
at different reading strategies including - visualising,
questioning, predicting, inferring, connecting, summarising,
paraphrasing, synthesising, and ways that they can reflect
upon their reading. They will be exposed to a range of
fiction and nonfiction texts, and exploring how authors use
language features to achieve humorous and persuasive
purposes and effects. Students will also identify how
choices in language (for example: emphasis, repetitions,
metaphors), influence personal responses to texts.
Writing: Students will be looking at how to write and take
part in a class debate.
Students will also be exposed to the language features and
conventions of the persuasive genre. They will explore the
different ways authors convey a message or write to
persuade. Students will plan, draft, edit and publish their
own persuasive and debating texts.

Speaking and Listening:
Students will continue to
participate in both whole class
and small group discussions in
their Guided Reading Groups.
They will bring their learning
about Persuasive writing to class
debates.

Mathematics

Number and Algebra: Students will focus on the four
operations - primarily division and subtraction. They
will develop knowledge, understanding and skills in
applying mental and written strategies when solving
problems involving the operations and leading into the
introduction of BODMAS to solve mathematical
equations.
Time and Financial Mathematics
Students will work on interpreting and using a variety
of timetables. They will explore the concept of elapsed
time by using the starting and finishing times of events
to compare and solve mathematical problems.

.

Performing Arts - Maria Buttifant

Visual Arts - Maria Buttifant

We are learning:● To follow the lyrics and music of songs
● To follow movement and dance steps
● Voice control through simple singing
techniques
● To sing warm up songs

We are learning:● To design and construct craft
● To use recyclable materials to construct craft in
particular settings
● To design and illustrate greeting cards using
collage

Italian - Anna Bregu

Sport - Derryn Ling

Unit of Work: Food – Il Cibo

TOPIC: SKIPPING

We are learning:● To extend and deepen our understanding and
appreciation of the Italian written and spoken
language through greetings, songs and activities.
● To widen our vocabulary of concepts, including
colours, size and simple descriptive adjectives, in
relation to the topic of Food.
● The names of various foods, and related topics such
as mealtimes and customs, using the Italian
language.
● To research and discuss specialty Italian foods, their
region of origin, and their cultural history and
importance.
● To identify and use gender agreement for nouns,
definite articles and adjectives.
● To read and write some simple sentences from
teacher modelled structures.

We are learning:● To participate in individual basic short rope skills
● To create skipping routines
● To use skipping skills in a fitness/challenge
circuit
● To combine our physical and mental skills in
short one minute challenges
● To develop a growth mindset and use
dispositions to improve our skills

